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P "the community service

project will involve the

employment of a coordinator

Who can assist the department

in meeting such requests,

providing volunteers for

various community programs,

and offering direct educational

services to Durham Area

citizens.

Funding for the project

includes the grant of $11,385

from the federal agency under

Title I of U. S. Higher

Education Act. State

appropriations provide $3,987

and the university will provide

$1,706 toward the cost of the

project

Included in the cost is the

salary of the coordinator and

pay for a part time program

assistant and a part time

ckerktypist.

Dr. Carson and members of

the faculty will give their time

to the project. Dr. Carson will

serve as project director, and

faculty members will work as

consultants and teachers of

short courses.

The project will include

cooperative planning and
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consultative and professional

services to individuals, famfises

and agencies, an Informal

Education Program, s

consumer homenakiAg

information program through

mass media and the

development of a Learning

Resources Center for members

of the community.

The informal education

program will allow the

department to offer short

courses and seminars to

residents of the Triangle area.

As the only institution in

the Research Triangle area

whose major purpose is

training professionals to work

directly with family and

consumer problems and needs,

the department has in recent

years been delugued with

requests for professional

consultations with

representatives of community

agencies, according to Dr. Jean

Cooper Carson, chairman of

the department

Short courses planned for

the fall semester include a

consumer education course, to

be offered for four weeks, and

a course in clothing

construction, from six to eight

weeks in length.
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Gilchrist, music; Mrs. Edwina

Williams, sociology; Mrs.

Sandra Corbett, physical

education and Miss Nancy

Pinckney, physical education

and dance.

Gilchrist joined the faculty

in 1968 and holds the B. A.

degree from NCCU and the M,

A. degree from Indiana

University. Mrs. Williams

joined the NCCU faculty in

1960, and holds the A. B.

degree from the University of

Pennsylvania and the M. A.

from Fisk University.

Mrs. Corbett has been a

faculty member since 1965.

She holds the B. S. and M. S.

degrees from NCCU. Miss

Pinckney holds the B. S. from

Allen University and the M. S.

from Indiana University. She

has been a faculty member

since 1968.

DEPARTMENT OF HOME

ECONOMICS GETS PUBLIC

SERVICE GRANT

The Department of Home

Economics will conduct a

$17,000 community service

project during the

0ivuj "

majored in aeronautical

FACULTY PROMOTIONS

ANNOUNCED

Chancellor Albert N.

Whiting announced the

promotions of seven of the

university's faculty members.

Dr. Lillian Pruett, a member

of the music faculty, was

promoted from associate

professor to professor. Dr.

Pruett is a graduate of Vassar

College and holds the M. A.

and Ph. D. degrees from the

University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill. She joined the

faculty in 1963.

Promoted from assistant

professor to associate professor

were Dr. Christina Groenberg,

modern foreign language, and

James E. Parker in education.

Mrs. Groenberg, a faculty

member since 1966, holds the

M.A. degree from Columbia

University and the Ph. D.

degree from the University of

Montreal in Canada. Parker, a

faculty member since 1949,

holds, the A. B, and M. A.

degrees from Fisk University.

Named to the rank of new

assistant professors are Charles

iinow electronic air cleaner that will help improve home environ-

ment. Some of the new room air conditioners are designed to

take an electronic air cleaner that will entrap and lilter out dirt engineering, and received tne
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Legal Aid For Poor

earning aboutM SOOa

that you are an American

yearXr car, which you
need n your gJJE

have missed a loan

KnTownsfte pink slip on

that you are now delinquent in your

they intend to take ownership of your
at

you hire a lawyer? Or would you regard

Sbwaluxury not available to you because of your low

income? -

Tbe fact is that legal assistance would be vailableto you

and also lo other low income people who have problems

requiring legal services.

THE LEGAL SERVICES program
of jjgtggf.

has been a

gassSejaonai sssVi
track record is phenomenal in terms of 8l.""fin
has rendered to the poor and also in terms

court.

OEO's Legal Services program provides

criminal matters to persons unable to afford such assistance

Last year for example, according to OEO, Legal Services

served one million clients. Of these clients, the following cm

in describing their

percentages are an important factor

services

42 percent of their cases concerned domestic relations and

family problems

18 percent of their cases concerned consumer relations and

employment problems

10.5 percent were concerned with housing

9 percent were concerned with the administration of

governmental welfare programs ,

20 percent of their cases involved Juvenile offenses, school

CHANNEL FEDERAL FUNDS TO

and in many phases of business

endeavors.

The Citation for his title. Dean

Emeritus of the School of Law at

North Carolina College at Durham

(now North Carolina Central

University) was bestowed upon him in

recognition of his many years of

faithful service, sound legal counsel,

administrative skill, keen educational

insight, respect for fair play, and

intellectual integrity upon his

retirement in 1966 by the Trustees of

North Carolina Central University.

A final honor in recognition of his

high qualuWafHeadership and the

inspiring symbol of devotion to duty

came when the building, which the

School of Law ,occupieSas named

and dedicated as the Albert Louis

Turner Law Building in NovcmberUP

1969.

We know and feel that the services

and devotion to the tasks will long be

remembered as many other aspiring

e continue to study and

develop their legal' skills in the Albert

Louis Turner Law School edifice.

41r? th of Dean Emeritus Albert

turner of the North Carolina

Cental University School of Law

pves pause to recall some of the many

contributions made hy him during his

nearly 2S years of legal leadership and

service to the institution.

After serving as a law professor lor

three years under the late Dean Van

Ikcke of the UNC Law School and

Acting Dean of the then North

Carolina College at Durham. Turner

was appointed in 142 as the first full

time Dean of the School of Law.

Under his leadership, the NCCU Law

School emerged as a first class

institution lor the training and

developing of legal minds. The

majority of black lawyers of North

Carolina as well as many who practice

in other jurisdictions are graduates of

the institution.

The success of these tasks by Dean

Emeritus Albert L. Turner has been

and continues to be reflected in the

many accomplishments
of the

graduates. Many have distinguished

themselves in state legislatures, in the

courts, both as advocates and judges
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able to install the cleaner

himself. Common hand tools

such as Phillips head and flat

blade screw drivers and a

hammer are all that are re-

quired. The electronic air

cleaner cell can be removed

without using tools and soapy

water will wash away all the

Impurities. In normal use, the

filtering cell need only be

washed once every two

months.

When the air cleaner is

stalled and in use, room air

is drawn into the cell where

it is electrically charged.

and dust from the air, while

the unit is in operation.

General Motors Fripidaire

vision has announced the new

air cleaner will be available as

an accessory for three new

room units. The electronic air

filter operates on much the

same principle as giant elec-

trostatic precipitators being

used in utility stacks to help

clean up the environment. The

new compact unit will help do

about the same job inside the

home area where it is being

used.

A handy householder will be

r
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Roy Wlkins Speaks
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Executive Secretary of NAACP
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'THE ATTORNEYS involved in Legal Services programs

are primarily interested in resolving client problems without

becoming involved in litigadon. They therefore attempt to

handle as many client problems as possible through ad-

visement, consultation, negotiations, and lastly, if these fail,

through litigation.

OEO statistics reveal that 83 percent of the matters hand-

led by Legal Service attorneys last yeaf , were disposed of

without litigation. OEO statistics also indicates that when

Legal Services lawyers go to court, they win some 85 per cent

of their cases, if the cases are concluded in court.

SIGNIFICANT accomplishments cited by Legal Services

people are the elimination of welfare's

rule and residency requirements for receiving welfare

assistance, the establishment of tenants' rights in public and

private housing, reduced illegal border crossings thus aiding

Justice for migrants and farm workers, the requirement of

the enforcement of minimum wage legislation, the requiring

of the Department of Agriculture to feed hungry people as

required by law in the utilization of surplus food stamp

program. .'f"

n nf thtmm rases were won through the use of class

Fuquay located ot 301 South Main Street,

City of County of Wake, State of North

Carolina. This dealer is liquidating all of its

new and used cars in inventory. These cars consist of new

Fords: Torinos, Mavericks, Pintos, Mustangs, LTD's

i'fefjlloxiesUStotjin)Y)agons and Ford Trucks. MERCURYS

Montegos. Cougars,, Comets and several used cars Full

Factory warronty will accompany the sale of all new cars

and trucks.

This offer is mode subject to prior sale and will be on a

First Come First Serve basis. Bank Rote Financing available

on premises.-

THE JOB IS THE THING

Administration? says Rangel.

One needs only to review the

history of the 1930's to recall those

little men of communist and Fascist

dictatorships who threw the world

into the turmoils of World Wars which

now seem to have a never ending day.

We sincerely hope that the many

organizations of dedicated and sincere

citizenry that act as "watchdogs" for

freedom of all persons,
BLACK AND

WHITE, as well as INDIVIDUALS

themselves will do everything at their

command to bring an end to this type

of repressive activity by those

entrusted to lead our country.

The precious First Amendment

freedoms, guaranteed by our

Constitution, cannot affort to be

weakened by a few power hungry

politicians. Our protests against such

cracks in our First Amendment

The precious freedoms of speech,

the press or communications and

peaceful assembly takes on new

meaning with the Watergate revelation

by John Dean of the Nixon

Administration's Enemy list of 200

prominent Americans, including 22

blacks. Among the 22 blacks on the

list are the 12 members of the

Congressional Black Caucus.

,lt is important to note that no

other racial or ethnic roup

congressmen was a part of the list.

Rep. Charles B. Rangel points up that

inclusion in the list of White House

enemies can be interpreted only as

evidence of blatant racism in the

Administration. Further, the Caucus is

committed to "social progress,

economic opportunity and equal

justice for all Americans." It is this

commitment which threatens the

FUQUAY

301 S. Main St

State of North Carolina

County of Wake

HOURS:

Monday through

Friday 8 a.m. 'til 8 p.m.

Saturday 8 a.m. 'til 5

p.m.

Even a casual look at the causes of racial

unrest in America will discover that the job is

the thing. A race has to believe that its

members, if they qualify as well as any other

applicants, will have a fair shake at employment

opportunities. Wp
Moreover, if SafJace is to amount to

anything at all, the breadwinner must have

access to a pay
check. This is the way to feed a

family, spay rent tfjjfc landlord or make

(P.S.) If you are going to bgy o 0973 sanjlrysi ypur

poflortunity jp soye..K.

action suits. The chum action suit can be initiated when a

Legal Services attorney decides that a large population body

is negative affected by a tow, or the interpreUtion of a law,

or the use of an administrative ruling which changes the

meaning of th
2B j

CLASS ACTION SUITS si hot ve.pbpul.r With some

government units and this is understandable. It has resulted

In Legal Services programs coming under severe fire for

using this method of achieving legal redress for the poor.
In

fact, some people want to see all Legal Services programs

n a mortK,tw.wl,.,,. mnct tn tint iff tft fw nil
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Riverview Furniture &tems thatafter a dozen other I require money.
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and forceful at all levels.

We CANNOT and MUST NOT

forget that "eternal vigilance is the

price ALL must pay for their

freedoms of speech, press and

peaceful assembly if our great

democracy is to survive in these trying

times.

administration ana mas.es u icauy w

bring the full force of goveritment to

bear to destroy those who seek to be

advocates of the people. Further, first

the Congressional Black Caucus is

singled out as the enemy, then what

follows "Are all Black people in

America to be so classified and dealt

with as enemies by this

That is why the report on employment

bias in the television industry is so shocking.

White males have "the world on a string," as

Cab Calloway used to sing There is nothing to

cherr about for women,
white or otherwise.

Three out of every four women who are

employed are in office and clerical

uiaconuiiiwu.

A new bill, recently passed by the House, the Legal Ser-

vices Corporation Act, seeks to continue the good work of the

Legal Services program,
and to also provide high quality

legal services to those currently unable to afford such

assistance.

The bill is quite limiting in how a Legal Services attorney

can serve (his client and not be accused of lobbying,

politicking, serving) an ineligible client, "accepting fees for

private gain" in some of his actions.

Thur., Fri. & Sat.

there are now some salt and pepper areas. Some

of these have not advanced beyond a

here and there and some are still stubbornly

and

This writer can remember when not one

black man was a technician. None was behind a

microphone reporting the news m

understandable English. There were no Mack

doctors, policemen and others in casts of

actors. Of course,
there were none in the

industry's lucrative commercials.
.

t

JJut! with these breakthroughs theW has

been little . Network executives may

have had other priorities. Negroes themselves

may have been content to merely enjoy

television, not crusade for employment in the

medium. Many stations see no particular duty

to report tommunity events fairly. Oft times

stations have had a fight for their licenses

before they would pay any attention to the

needs and thoughts and events in the black

communities.

Sufficient jobsare not being provided. The

minority workers in TV undoubtedly have tales

to tell about how their stations are either

ducking the issue altogether or hiding behind

barest tokenism. Don't forget the "pure white"

managerial jobs in television. Little or no

upward mobility for minorities. Don't forget

the 74 TV stations. No entry

level jobs at all or in only certain categories for

females.

In 1968, sthe President's Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders, reviewing the

racial crisis in the hot summer of 1967,

reported: "Pervasive discrimination and

segregation in employment, education and

housing have resulted in the continuing

exclusion of great numbers of Negroes from the

benefits of economic progress."

The job is the thing Can one be a

responsible, upstanding citizen when those who

seek jobs are barred because of color, race and

sex?

Should Food Be Cheap?
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YES, WE

ALL TALK

By

Marcus H. Boulware, Ph. I).

r stations not only rum their

backs on the hiring of minorities, but employ

white males only. In the top four categories,

management is 77 per cent white; minority

professionals are not to be found at SO per cent

of the stations; technicians are not in

the picture at 55 per cent of the stations, and

they are missing among
the sales personnel at

8 per cent of the places surveyed.

The picture is not hopeless. It is just bad

and as slow as molasses in January. Not that

some officials in the industry are not trying.

Not that some stations and networks do not

have beautiful policy statements. Little fault

can be found with their phrases on the

employment of blacks,

Indians, ami Orientals. They have the further

advantage of being highly literate and

sophisticated people who know, more than

most, what is going on in today's world.

they have made some small advances.

Where once the industry was really

499.00

But when it comes to food, values

are different. If the price of steak goes

up, there is a cry that poor people are

going to starve. Everyone is entitled to

eat steaks and chops, or at least

everyone is entitled to eat red meat. If

everyone can't afford steak, it is a

"national sin" perpetrated by farmers

and middlemen. And even the people

who live in mansion, wear original

designed clothes and drive a Mercedes

Benz are up in arms when the price of

a steak increases 20 cents a pound.

Maybe everyone should be able to

eat steak. But if they should,

shouldn't they also have fine clothes,

luxurious houses and expensive cars?

It is not the value system that is

questionable, it is the inconsistency of

values that is questionable.

It may well be agriculture that is at

Intict nurtitillu rasnnnttihltt for the

The Speaker's Stance

With all of the talk about high food

prices, it may seem foolish to ask if

food should be cheap. The answer is

not as obvious as it may seem. It

depends on what we mean by cheap.

If by the word cheap, we mean that

food should be produced and

marketed as efficiently as possible and

sold at the lowest price that will yHda

reasonable profit for producers
and

marketing firms, then food should be

cheap. But, using this criteria,

everything else should also be cheap.

If. on the other hand, by the word

cheap we mean that everyone in the

food industry should operate at a loss

so that everyone elso can afford to

buy steaks and polished apples

then why should food be that cheap?

Food is essential to life, but so is

clothing and shelter in most areas of

the world. In a modern society such as

MtH ant? mil! lit .nunc that

Helicopters Save Lives

"J always believed that the helicopter would be an outstanding ve-

hicle for the greatest variety of missions and now near the

close of my life, I have the satisfaction of knowing that this proved

to be true."
I

"TRRMr1

for you to fear. Rather

should it be regarded as an

advantage when properly

used. The only danger lies in

becoming so tense that you

will not adequately express

yourself.

Mrs. Mary CcCloud

Bethune, a black orator,

once said that when she

stepped to the speaker's

stand, she uttered a brief

prayer and asked God to put

words into her mouth. And

when she did so, she became

completely relaxed ;

READERS: For my free

pamphlet. on Stage Fright,

send two stamps and a long,

business

envelope to M. H. Boulware,

Florida aim University,

Box 193, Tallahassee Florida

S2307

QUESTION: In playing

dertain athletic games, the

flayers must get in certain

postures or stances. Can we

in any way apply this

principle to a public

speaker? - Mrs. T. L. P.

ANSWER: When the

speaker walks onto the

rostrum or podium up to the

speaker's stand, or lectern,

he is ready to begin

delivering his address.

Public speaking requires

concentration very much

like hitting a baseball. The

batter... has to be sharply

alert every muscie anu

nerve in tigh coordination.

Likewise, the effective

speaker must fed his body

and brain move into high

gear.

THIS MOVING into "high

gear", then, is not something

Includes

Triple Dresser

Decorator Mirror

Door Armoire

Decorator Headboard (Dbl.)

Night Stand

IVU.lt Jui imuj. ivuv.w.v.

situation. For years, agricultural

organizations and agencies have been

telling consumers that food is cheap.

If consumers have now been

convinced that food should be cheap,

it is certainly not surprising that

consumers rise in anger with the rising

price of food.

Did You Know That?

Although the number of white

Americans living in poverty declined

by more than one million last year,

the number of black Americans

officially living in poverty rose by

300,000 over last year.

Black families have a median

income of only $6,860 which is only

56 per cent of the $11,550 median

while lamilies.

transput
Nation is also essential. But

who protests clothing prices? Style

changes in clothes make costly

wardrobes outdated long before they

are worn out. And certainly not

everyone can afford e suits

and original design gowns.
Who cares?

IVople simply don't need stylish

clothes, tailored suits and original

designs to stay warm. Let the poor

people buy the imported synthetics at

the discount stores. The same seems

to hold for housing. Certainly not

everyone can afford a twenty-roo-

mansion on the hill surrounded by ten

acres of landscaped scenery. But

society is not concerned about this

problem. As long as the poor people

can afford a small mobile home or

ritnsv.nwm nartmt;nt their housiiltt

ing them, 11 civilian and military heli-

copters safely evacuated the 450 people

who made it to the rooftop heliport.

In 1972 violent earthquakes hit Los

Angeles and Managua, Nicaragua. Only

helicopters could perform the rescue,

evacuation, medical and supply mis-

sions in these situations and they did.

The records established by

the helicopter in combat are unmatched

in history. Today in the United States,

where more than- 50,000 people are

killed on our highways each year, some

states (notably Maryland and Illinois)

have developed similar emergency medi-

cal rescue systems. The Military Assist-

ance to Traffic and Safety (MAST) pro-

gram plays the same vital

role in other areas.

Helicopters also serve industry, agri-

culture, law enforcement agencies and

the community in a miltitude of non-

emergency roles. But despite its great

capability for serving man, especially in

its role of hero in times of distress and

The late, great Igor Sikorsky, the

"gentle genius" of the helicopter indus-

try wrote the above words in the last

letter he dictated on October 25, 1972.

The next morning he died peacefully, at

the age of 83.

Rivers run wild.

Snow strands thousands of people

and animals without food, communica-

tions, medicine or power.

Fires strike in tall buildings or re-

mote areas. '

Mountain climbers get into trouble.

Children get lost.

Cars tiash on crowded highways.

Fighti$ig men are wounded in com-

bat. mM'.---

Ships at. sea get into trouble.

In M?jmany situations only the ver-

satile nlncopter can move doctors,
nurses medicine and supplies in and

victjms out to sophisticated care when

minutes count.

A dramatic example of the value of

the helicopter in a desperate situation
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The median income for Americans,

in general, rose 8.1 per cent, but the

inflationary surge held the increase

down considerably.

The number of blacks in poverty

actually rose from 7.4 million to 7.7

million, while the number of whites

living in poverty dropped about 9 per

cent.
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of automobiles? The manufacturers

often quote modest prices on their

standard models, but luxury cars are

only for the rich. And even if a person

caff afford a car, there is always

public transportation. Society reasons

'ffcMt not everyone
should be able to

afford a Mercedes Benz.

disaster, the helicopter often is a for-

gotten or resented machine after the

children are found, the snows are

cleared or the waters recede. It deserves

"more civic support in the form of

convenient heliports and helistops at

hospitals, airports, in city centers and

in the suburbs. BS

ruary 1972. Fire engulfed a

building. Occupants (led to the roof, far

above the reach of ground rescue and

equipment. In six hours,

operating in daylight and darkness,

sometimes with flames all but surround
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